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ELECTROCARD METER

R1 CRED $12.75

Power lines take the power to houses from the power station

Power goes through a fuse and master 
switch to the power card meter

To make the power safe inside the house, it goes 
through a switchboard with circuit breakers

Power and Water
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Keep power cords
away from water

POWER IS DANGEROUS

Dont let kids
play with
power points

Don’t touch 
appliances 
with wet hands

Tell your Housing Officer about any 
problems with your power straight away
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Don’t cut a
power cord



Using power in a good way
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ELECTROCARD METER

CRED $18



hot water taps left on 
or leaky pipes

leaving lights and 
appliances on when 

no one’s home

broken stoves 
or fridges

leaving spot 
lights on all day

Wasting power
ELECTROCARD METER

CRED $18
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Keep it on a 
medium setting

Turn it off when 
you’re not in 

the room

The box 
air con
story

A box air conditioner is only good at cooling one room.
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Close doors and 
windows to keep 

the cool air in



The fridge story

Keep your fridge door 
seals clean and in good

condition.

Defrost your freezer-
when it frosts up. Thick 
ice strains the motor. Make sure there is a gap

between the fridge
and the wall.

Choose a fridge
or freezer with

a high star
energy rating.Set the temperature

to a middle setting.

Keep the fridge door 
closed as much as 

possible!

The more
stars the more 
energy efficient 

The more
stars the more 
energy efficient 
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Cooking with a 2000 watt fry pan for 1 hour will use 
2 kilowatt hours of power and cost about 60¢

There are 2000 watts
in 2 kilowatts

OFF

ON

2000W

2000W2000W

Measuring power
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How much does it cost for 24 hours?

How much does it cost each time?

10¢ 20¢ 40¢ 50¢ $6.60

70¢

70¢90¢ $1.40 $5.00

$4.65 60¢ 75¢

Compact 
Fluoro Light

15W

Fluorescent 
Light
18W

Fridge/Freezer- 
2 star
400LT

Old Box TV
100W

X Box
115W 

9kg Washing Machine 
7 cold washes

 

 9kg Washing Machine
7 warm washes

800W Toaster 
half hour use

2000W
Electric Frying Pan

1 hour

2400W
Electric Stove top

1 hour

Refrigerated 
Air Con
690W

Split System 
Air Con
920W

Large LCD TV
184W

Ceiling Fan
70W

4000W
Electric Oven

1 hour

15¢

2400W Kettle          
half hour use

35¢ $1.20

The more
stars the more 
energy efficient 
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How do electric hot 
water systems work?

Electric hot water systems 
use electricity to heat water 

– just like an electric jug

ELECTROCARD METER

R1 CRED $12.75

Power is not 
used if the 
water is hot

Cold water comes 
into the tank and is 
heated using power
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ELECTROCARD METER

R1 CRED $12.75

How do heat pump hot 
water systems work?

Heat from the air is 
sucked into the hot 

water tank

A motor pumps a liquid 
called ‘refrigerant’ around the 
tank which heats the water

Heat pumps use 
electricity but much less 

than electric systems
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Energy from the 
sun heats up 

radiator fluid in 
the panels. This 
heats the water 

in the tank.

If the water in the tank is 
cold power is used to heat 

the water automatically

How do solar hot        
water systems work?
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Energy from the 
sun heats up 

radiator fluid in 
the panels. This 
heats the water 

in the tank.

If you tape down 
the button it will 

cost a lot of money 
and stop working

How do solar hot water 
systems with a booster 
button work?
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ELECTROCARD METER
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If you run out of hot 
water you can press 
the booster button. 

It uses power to 
heat the water, and 
you have to wait for 
the water to get hot



Hot water costs for          
7 days for 9 people Department of Industry

Solar hot water with
 booster button

Heat pump hot water

Electric hot water



Shading the house 
to keep cool

Sun shining on 
walls and through 
windows makes 
those rooms hot 
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Shading the walls 
and windows helps 
the house stay cool 



Stove timers 

If people forget to turn 
the stove off it can 

waste a lot of power 

It can also be dangerous 
– people could get burnt 
if they don’t know it’s on, 

or it could start a fire
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Push the button 
when you want 
to use the stove 

or oven
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Energy 
saving lights 
for outside

The ecoswitch lets you control standby power

The heatermate 
senses room 
temperature and 
turns your air con 
on and off to      
save power

ecoswitchThe ecoswitch 
lets you control 
standby power



POWER SPEEDO

MONEY SPENT TODAY
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BEEbox – Track your power costs

 3.75
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The power speedo shows you 
how fast you are using power

The GREEN shows good power use

The ORANGE is OK for a short time

The RED is not good, turn some things off

Green lights 
come on as 

you use power

Red lights give a 
warning signal that 
you’ve spent over 

your budget

This screen shows how 
much money you have 
spent today on power

Your budget for 
power each day is $ For any questions or 

problems with the BEEbox 
please call 8924 5221
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Volts: 240.53v
0.503a

Amps

ELECTROCARD METER

R1 CRED $12.75

BEEbox display and controller

POWER SPEEDO

MONEY SPENT TODAY
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 3.75
Volts: 240.53v

0.503aAmps

BEEbox Display
Shows how much money 
you spent on power today 
and how fast the power is 
being used

BEEbox Controller
Tells the Display what 
lights to show

ELECTROCARD METER
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Power and Water

Power Card Meter
Use power cards like normal. 
This doesn’t change with 
BEEbox
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Making water safe

Chlorine
and

Water
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Community water supply

0 1 3 8 4



0 4 4 2 4
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Community water supply
with household metering

5 1 3 8 4



Looking after our community water
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Culture Livelihoods 

Healthy living Country 



Using community water in a good way
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Wasting our community water
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Wastewater treatment

CHIPS
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Other low income 
energy efficiency 
projects around 
Australia

Darwin

Brisbane

Sydney

Canberra

Melbourne

Adelaide

Hobart

Perth
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Dharray 
Manymakkung 
Pawaw Ga 
Gapuw



What is the Cool Bro?
The Cool Bro saves 
power by sensing the 
room temperature and 
turning your air con on 
and off automatically.

The Cool Bro turns off when 
the room gets too cold, and 
turns on again when the 
room starts getting warm.

When the air con is set 
too cold and just left on it 
uses a lot of power and 
costs a lot of money.

 A good temperature to set 
air cons is 25 degrees.
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Turn the air con off when you leave the room by 
pressing the ON/OFF            button

Plug the air con into the Cool Bro 
Wait 2 minutes

Press the         or         button to set 25 degrees

Press the ON/OFF            button

How to use the Cool Bro

Plug Cool Bro in and switch on power point

1 2

4

5

3
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The eco switch 
lets you control 
standby power

ecoswitch

What is the eco switch? 

Some applicances use power 
even when they’re turned off. 
This is called ‘stand by power’.

The eco switch lets you turn 
everything off, with one 
switch to save power.

ecoswitch
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How to use the eco switch?

ecoswitch

ecoswitch

ecoswitch

Plug the eco 
switch in and 
switch on 
power point

Plug your appliance or 
power board into the 
eco switch plug

Save standby power: turn off appliances first and 
then turn off eco-switch to stop using standby power

1

2

3
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